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Abstract 

 In this study, we show that the energy-dissipative active self-
assembly of microtubules (MTs) via a kinesin-based motility 
system produces various MT assemblies such as bundle-, 10 

network-, and ring-shaped structures depending on the initial 
conditions.  Structural polymorphism of the MT assembly is 
depicted through phase diagrams, and morphogenesis of the MT 
assembly is discussed based on the following factors; binding 
force between MTs and motility-driving force from kinesins.  15 

This study provides new insights into the energy-dissipative 
dynamic self-organization of biological systems. 

Keywords 

 Microtubules; active self-assembly; bottom-up approach 

Introduction 20 

 Cytoskeletal proteins such as actins and microtubules and their 
motor proteins, i.e. myosins and kinesins, are known to play 
important roles in the formation of cellular shapes.1–4  It has been 
demonstrated that isolated actins and microtubules can be self-
organized into structures with specific patterns such as asters, 25 

networks, rings, and so on, associating with their motor 
proteins.5–9  Other efforts have been also made to integrate 
cytoskeletal proteins into an ordered structure to exploit more 
complex functions in vitro, as observed in nature.10, 11  In a 
previous paper, we reported that large linear-shaped actin bundles 30 

with preferential polarity, which consist of several tens of 
filament actin (F-actin) moieties, could be obtained through 
electrostatic interaction with synthetic polymers carrying positive 
charges.12  In the presence of ATP, these bundles exhibit motility 
on a surface coated with myosin.  It has been also demonstrated 35 

that some actin bundles exhibit not only translational motion 
along their filaments axis but also a higher sliding velocity than 
that of a single actin filament.13   
 Recently, to quest more complex assemblies, a method to 
integrate MTs into a bundle structure on a kinesin-coated surface 40 

has been developed by employing a streptavidin (St)-biotin (Bt) 
interaction during the sliding motion of MTs in the presence of 
ATP.6  Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the MT 
assembly process where MTs driven by the chemical energy of 
ATP are cross-linked through St-Bt interactions during the sliding 45 

motion on the kinesin-fixed surface.  This ATP-driven, energy-
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Figure 1.  Schematic illustration of the preparative procedures for the
active assembly of MTs.  (a) Dimension of the flow cell and illustration
of the MT driven on the kinesins coated on the glass surface.  (b)
Illustration of the MT driven on the kinesins coated on the glass surface.
(c) Illustration of AcSA of MTs.   
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dissipative self-assembly process was termed as an active self-
assembly (AcSA) process and AcSA is different from a 
conventional self-assembly process that occurs towards the 
thermodynamic equilibrium without any external energy supply.  
Therefore, we termed the latter as a passive self-assembly (PaSA) 5 

process.14  Indeed, AcSA process has been widely and intensively 
studied to obtain new insights into emergent properties found in 
living cells.15, 16  Previously, we reported ring-shaped MT bundles 
with a diameter ranging from a submicrometer to several tens of 
micrometers obtained through AcSA.  Semiflexible polymers 10 

including filamentous actin and DNA are also known to form 
ring-shaped assemblies.17, 18  Interestingly, the ring-shaped MT 
assembly formed through AcSA process exhibits a preferential 
rotation in the counterclockwise (CCW) direction on a kinesin-
coated surface depending on the number of protofilaments.19  15 

Thus, AcSA has great potential to facilitate various motor protein 
assemblies in terms of the sizes, shapes, and properties of motion.  
In this study, we systematically studied the effects of initial 
conditions such as the Bt to tubulin (Tub) ratio, St/Bt ratio, and 
Tub concentration (CTub) that may strongly influence the 20 

morphology of the MT assembly produced through the AcSA 
process.  The phase diagrams of the MT assembly with structural 
polymorphism, including bundle-, network-, and ring-shaped 
structures in the Bt/Tub–CTub and St/Bt–CTub systems, are 
presented, and structural polymorphism is discussed on the basis 25 

of the driving force from kinesins, binding force between MTs 
via St-Bt interactions, and steric hindrance of St.  These results 
may widen the designs for biodevices and biomachines with 
preferential motion in a bottom-up manner.   

  30 

Results and Discussion 

Effect of St/Bt modification on motility of MT 

 The AcSA process requires the motility of the MTs.  Because 
it was considered that the high molecular weight of St might 
prevent MTs from binding to kinesins because of steric hindrance, 35 

we first investigated the effect of the modification ratio of St / Bt 
on the motility of individual MTs keeping the Bt/Tub at 1/1. 
Consequently, the velocity of the MTs were obtained as 0.129, 
0.059, 0.054 and 0.045 µm/s for the St/Bt ratio of 0, 1/64, 1/16 
and 1 respectively (see also Supplementary Information; Figure 40 

S1). Thus, MT velocity was slightly decreased with the increase 
of the St/Bt ratio and this suggested that the total driving force 
exerted on MTs should be decreased due to the reduced 
interaction of MTs with kinesins. Fixing the St/Bt ratio at 1/2, we 
also investigated the effect of Bt/Tub on the motility of MTs. On 45 

changing the Bt/Tub ratio from 1/64 to 1/1, MTs velocity was 
found to lie in the range of 0.03~0.05 µm/s, without showing any 
regular change.  It was reported that the bond rupture force 
loaded on St-Bt interaction increased with the velocity and thus it 
seems that the velocities of the MTs also affect the pattern 50 

formation in the MT assemblies.20  However, the velocity of the 
St and Bt labeled MTs varied within a very narrow range and 
hence the effect of the change in velocity of MTs on pattern 
formation could be considered almost negligible. The velocity of 
MTs without St and Bt modification was found to be ~ 0.38 µm/s, 55 

which was comparable to that reported in the literature indicating 

that modification of MTs by St and Bt affected their motion on 
the kinesin fixed surface. 21,22  

Time evolution of MT assembly 

 Figure 2(a–c) shows a time evolution of MT assemblies 60 

obtained through AcSA (0, 4, and 24 h after ATP addition).  The 
morphology of the MT assemblies changed with time, from a 
homogeneous spatial distribution to a cluster-like aggregation, 
while, any changes in the pattern of MTs did not occur without 

Figure 3.  (a) Phase diagram for the 
morphology of MTs assemblies, in 
which the phase behavior was 
summarized as a function of the 
Bt/Tub ratio and CTub for a constant 
ratio of St/Bt = 1/2; □: single MT 
phase (I); ▲: bundle phase (II); ■: 
network phase (III).  (b) Typical 
morphologies of MT assemblies in 
phases I, II, and III, as observed via
fluorescence images.  CTub and the
Bt/Tub and St/Bt ratios in phase I were
13.4 nM, 1/16, and 1/2, respectively, 
those in phase II were 672 nM, 1/1,
and 1/2, respectively, and those in 
phase III were 3360 nM, 1/1, and 1/2, 
respectively.  Scale bar = 10 μm. 
Movies of the images in (b) is 
displayed in Supplementary 
Information (Movie S2).   

(a) (b)  

Figure 2.  Time evolution of MT assembly obtained through (a–c) AcSA
and (d–f) PaSA.  CTub = 3360 nM, St/Bt = 1/8, and Bt/Tub = 1/1.  The
numbers in the figures are the time in h.  Scale bar = 20 µm.   
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ATP addition during the observation up to 24 h.  After 4 h of 
AcSA, the morphological pattern of the MT assemblies remained 
essentially identical, although remodeling of the cluster-like 
aggregation was observed.  Based on this observation, the 
characteristic structures of the assemblies were evaluated after 4 h 5 

of the AcSA process for preparing phase diagrams.  Fig. 2(d–f) 
shows a time evolution of MT assemblies obtained through PaSA 
at 0, 4, and 24 h after mixing, without adding ATP or kinesin.  As 
shown in this figure, aggregations of the MTs were observed just 
after the mixing of St (0 h).  After 4 h of PaSA, thick MT bundles, 10 

which were remarkably different in morphological character from 
those obtained through AcSA, were formed.  Growth of the MT 
bundles was observed even after 24 h of PaSA.  This was also 
different from the growth observed in the AcSA system.    

Effect of CTub and the Bt/Tub ratio on the structural 15 

morphology of MT assemblies 

 To simplify the expression for the experimental conditions, the 
initial CTub for AcSA was defined as the concentration of the 
solution that was added to the flow cell, not by the amount of 
fixed MTs, which requires evaluation of the number and lengths 20 

of the MTs for each condition.  The concentration of the MTs 
was represented as the Tub monomer molar concentration.  
Initially, the St/Bt ratio was set at 1/2 assuming that a single St 
cross-links 2 Bts located on different MTs.  The CTub and the 
Bt/Tub ratio were widely varied from 13.4 nM to 6720 nM and 25 

from 1/64 to 1/1, respectively, to achieve a variety of assembly 
structures.  In a previous study, AcSA of the MTs was 
investigated only in a relatively low CTub range (9.6 – 240 nM) 
and the Bt/Tub ratio was fixed at 1/1.9  As shown in Figure 3, the 
MT assemblies exhibited a polymorphism in a wide range of CTub 30 

and Bt/Tub ratios.  There were 3 characteristic phases in the CTub 
and Bt/Tub phase diagram.  The typical fluorescence images for 
the MTs assemblies in the 3 phases are shown in Figure 3(b).  In 
phase I, MTs in the single filament state were observed.  In phase 
II, MTs in the bundled state were preferentially formed.  In this 35 

phase, bundled MTs were discriminated from single MT 
filaments with increasing fluorescence intensity that is more than 
twice of that observed in single MT.  In phase III, bundled and 
branched MTs were observed in an overlapping manner forming 
a dense network; the average distances of the intersection points 40 

of MT bundles ranged from several to several tens micrometer.  
The ends of the MTs were found to be concealed within the 
network and were difficult to characterize from the images which 
is in contrast to the case observed in phase II.  As shown in 
Figure 3(a), at lower CTub (13.4 nM or 672 nM), MT bundles 45 

were observed when the Bt/Tub ratio was high (II).  On the other 
hand, at higher CTub (3360 nM or 6720 nM), the MT assemblies 
in a clustered network structure in which the length between MT 
crossing points were in a range of several to several tens 
micrometers was observed (III).  However, when the Bt/Tub ratio 50 

was less than 1/16, cross-linked MTs were not observed even at 
the highest CTub (6720 nM); a filament could be recognized under 
the fluorescence microscope.  The low cross-linking density (at 
low Bt/Tub ratios) and low collision frequency (at low CTub) 
prevent the formation of MT bundles and MT networks.   55 

Effect of CTub and the St/Bt ratio on the structural 
morphology of MT assemblies 

 Next, we investigated the effect of CTub and the St/Bt ratio on 
the morphology of MT assemblies.  Based on the result in the 
Bt/Tub ratio study, the Bt/Tub ratio was fixed at 1/1 to allow the 60 

MTs to form assemblies effectively.  To study the structural 
variety of the MT assemblies, CTub and the St/Bt ratio were 
widely varied from 13.4 nM to 6720 nM and from 1/256 to 1/1, 
respectively.  Under the experimental conditions stated above, the 
morphology of MTs was observed under the fluorescent 65 

microscope after 4 h of the AcSA process.  The CTub and St/Bt 
phase diagram is shown in Figure 4(a).  The typical fluorescence 
images of the MT assemblies are shown in Figure 4(b).  When 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4.  (a) Phase diagram for the morphology of MTs assemblies, in
which the phase behavior is summarized as a function of the St/Bt ratio
and CTub for constant a molar ratio of Bt/Tub = 1/1; □: single MT phase
(I); ▲: bundle phase (II); ■: network phase (III); ○: ring shaped
assemblies dominant (IV).  (b) Typical morphologies of MT assemblies
in phases I, II, III, and IV, as observed in fluorescence images.  CTub and
the Bt/Tub ratio were kept at constant values of 672 nM and 1/1,
respectively, and the St/Bt ratios were 1/256, 1/16, 1/8, or 1/64.  Scale bar
= 10 μm.  Movies of the images in (b) is displayed in Supplementary
Information (Movie S3).     
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CTub was in a lower range as 13.4 – 672 nM, the MTs existed as 
single filaments in the lower St/Bt region (I) and were in the 
bundled state in the high St/Bt region (II).  When CTub was in a 
higher range as 3360 – 6720 nM, networks of MT assemblies 
were observed in the high St/Bt region (III).  Similar trends were 5 

observed in the CTub and Bt/Tub phase diagram (Figure 3(a)).  
However, the boundary between phase II and III in the CTub and 
St/Bt phase diagram was complicated.  A singular point (IV) 
where ring-shaped MTs assemblies were preferentially observed 
was found as shown in Figure 4(a).  The point IV emerged in 10 

close vicinity to the complex boundary of phase II and III (CTub ~ 
672 nM, St/Bt ~ 1/64).  The diameters of the ring-shaped MT 
assemblies observed in this region were widely distributed (1.1 
µm~13.2 µm), and the preferential rotation of those assemblies in 
a CCW was still preserved (CCW/clockwise (CW) = 33/7).  15 

These results agree well with those reported in a previous paper.19, 

23  

Motility of MT assembly 

 The MT assemblies in phase III exhibited a swarming motion, 
although the single MTs in phase I and MT bundles in phase II 20 

retained their translational motion.  This can be attributed to the 
difference in the formation mechanism of MT assemblies 
between phases II and III.  As shown in Figure 4(b), the MT 
density in phase III was sufficiently high to overlap.  Assuming 
that MTs may be cross-linked via Bt-St interactions, even before 25 

AcSA begins at this CTub, it seems that MTs are cross-linked 
regardless of their polarity that governs the direction of the 
motion, i.e. random polarity.  The components of the resultant 
motion vectors should be counterbalanced, and the cross-linked 
points may behave as nuclei for the clustered networks.  30 

Thereafter, the clusters may distribute homogeneously during 
AcSA.  In contrast to this, MT density in phase II should not be 
sufficient to promote cross-linking mediated by multiple Bt and 
St interactions before AcSA began.  Under such conditions, the 
MTs were preferentially bundled during AcSA.  Thus, the MTs 35 

with identical polarities were exclusively integrated into bundles.  
The mobility of the MT assemblies in phase II is attributable to 
their preferential polarity in the MT alignment.24 

 

Discussion of the polymorphism of MT assembly 40 

 It was considered that the factors such as binding force 
between MTs, driving force, and sticking that disturb the sliding 
motion, are responsible for the polymorphism of MT assembly.  
The binding force between MTs was expected to increase with 
increasing St/Bt ratios up to a certain optimum ratio.  The ratio 45 

was presumed to be approximately 1/2, above which the binding 
force was diminished significantly because of occupation of the 
binding sites of Bts with Sts; the bundle was not formed in PaSA 
study (see also Supplementary information; S4).  Meanwhile, the 
driving force exerted on MTs may decrease by increasing St/Bt 50 

ratios because of the steric hindrance of Sts and may reach a 
plateau after Sts fully covers the Bts on MTs.  Motility of sliding 
MTs could be disturbed by increasing the St/Bt ratio, which 
results in an increased steric hindrance, being diminishing the 
chance of interaction among kinesins and MTs.  Effects of the 55 

St/Bt ratio on these factors are illustrated in Figure 5.  Here, we 
focus again on the CTub of 672 nM.  When the St/Bt ratio was 

smaller than 1/128, single MTs were observed.  This can be 
attributed to the low binding force between MTs and the high 

driving force for dissociating the cross-linked MTs.  Under such 60 

conditions, ring or bundle formation may be difficult to achieve.  
The ring-shaped MT assemblies observed in the bundle phase 
appeared between the single and network phase.  In this region, 
large amounts of single MTs were observed at the beginning of 
the AcSA process.  This suggests that the relatively large driving 65 

forces and moderate binding forces suppress the formation of 
bundle-shaped assemblies but facilitate the formation of ring-
shaped assemblies, in which a configuration with intrafilament 
interactions is favorable.  With further increases in the St/Bt ratio, 
the binding force increases, and the driving force simultaneously 70 

decreases.  This may facilitate the interfilament cross-linking 
needed to form MT bundles.  The bundled MTs may also 
suppress the formation of a ring-shaped assembly because of the 
increased rigidity.  At the optimum St/Bt ratio, the highest cross-
linking efficiency will be a trade-off between the binding and 75 

driving forces (contribution of the binding and driving forces in 
bundle formation is discussed later in terms of the free energy 
argument).  Under optimum condition, MTs will be cross-linked 
even if there are not many cross-linking points.  Therefore, 
cluster-like aggregations may appear in this phase (III).  The 80 

optimum St/Bt ratio for network formation was determined to be 
approximately 1/8, which was not the stoichiometric ratio that we 
expected.  The reaction efficiency of Sts to Bts in the flow cell 

Figure 5.  Predicted effects that influence the morphology of the MT
assembly.  (a) The effect of the St/Bt ratio on the binding force for cross-
linking MTs.  (b) The effect of the St/Bt ratio on the driving force exerted
on the MT.  (c) The sticking frequency of MTs on to kinesin coated
surface, which caused by steric hindrance of St to kinesins. 
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may have caused the discrepancy between the experimental and 
predicted ratios.  Thus, the polymorphism of the MT assembly 
may result from the close coupling of these factors.   
 

Conclusions 5 

 In this study, we showed that MTs were self-organized into 
various structures (linear, bundles, network, and rings) in 
response to initial conditions of CTub, St/Bt ratio, and Bt/Tub ratio 
through AcSA.  We also showed that the ring-shaped assemblies 
were preferentially formed under a specific condition.  These 10 

results indicated that not only the density of the MTs but also 
other factors such as driving force, binding force, and steric 
hindrance were responsible for the polymorphism of MT 
assembly.  We expect that the present study will provide new 
insights into the energy-dissipative dynamic self-organization 15 

processes of biological systems.  In future, the knowledge in 
dynamic self-organization process may also widen the range of 
potential applications of motor proteins in biodevices and 
biomachines.   
 20 

Experimental 

Tubulin Purification.   

 Tubulin was purified from porcine brain by using a high-
concentration 1,4-piperazinediethanesulfonic acid (PIPES; 
Sigma) buffer (1 M PIPES, 20 mM EGTA, 10 mM MgCl2; pH 25 

adjusted to 6.8); high-molarity PIPES buffer (HMPB) and 
Brinkley BR buffer 1980 (BRB80) were prepared using PIPES, 
and the pH was adjusted using KOH26.   

Kinesin Purification.   

 A GFP-fused kinesin-1 construct consisting of the first 560 30 

amino acids (K560-GFP) was prepared, as described in 
previously published papers, by partially modifying the 
expression and purification methods as follows22.  For the lysis of 
E. coli used to express K560-GFP, benzonase was added to the 
buffer to degrade nucleic acids.  After binding the proteins to Ni-35 

NTA resin that has affinity to the His-tag of K560-GFP, the resin 
was washed with a series of buffers differing in their pH value 
from 8.0 to 6.0 in a step-wise fashion.  The target protein was 
eluted from the resin by washing it with the buffer containing 250 
mM imidazole-Cl.  The buffer of the effluent was exchanged with 40 

an MT-binding buffer [25 mM PIPES, 250 mM NaCl, 1mM 
EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM ATP, 1mM DTT, pH 6.8 by KOH] 
using a PD-10 column (GE Healthcare).  After the buffer 
exchange was finished, the K560-GFP solution was augmented 
with 0.5 mM GTP, 4 mM AMPPNP, 0.5 U/ml apyrase and 10 45 

μM Paclitaxel; hereafter this composition is called the MT-
binding buffer.  This K560-GFP solution (2 ml) was mixed with 
the MT pellet obtained by the polymerization of tubulins (25 μM, 
1.2ml) and subsequent ultra-centrifuge at 20,000g for 30 min 
(37˚C); K560-GFP was bound to MTs by incubating at 25 ˚C for 50 

15 min.  The K560-GFP bound MT was ultra-centrifuged at 
300,000g for 30 min (30 ˚C) placing it on an equal volume of 
cushion buffer which is an MT buffer augmented with 30% (w/v) 
sucrose.  The pellet of MTs was suspended releasing kinesins in 

the buffer [12 mM PIPES, 200 mM NaCl, 2 mM EGTA, 5 mM 55 

MgCl2, 5 mM ATP and 10 μM Paclitaxel].  MTs were removed 
by ultra-centrifuge and the supernatant yielded the purified K560-
GFP which was stored at –80 ˚C after snap freezing in liquid 
nitrogen.   

Bt Labeling and Stoichiometric Estimation. 60 

 Bt-labeled Tub was prepared using biotin-XX-SE (Invitrogen) 
according to standard techniques27.  The labeling stoichiometry 
was approximately 2 per Tub, which was estimated by 
spectrometric titration by using 2-(4′-hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic 
acid (HABA) dye (Dojindo)28. 65 

Rhodamine Labeling and Stoichiometric Estimation.   

 Rhodamine-labeled Tub was prepared using 
tetramethylrhodamine succinimidyl ester (TAMRA-SE; 
Invitrogen) according to standard techniques29.  The ratio of 
rhodamine to Tub was 1/1, as determined by measuring the 70 

absorbance of the protein at 280 nm and the absorbance of 
tetramethylrhodamine at 555 nm. 
 

AcSA of MTs. 

 Bt- and rhodamine-labeled MTs were obtained by 75 

polymerizing biotin-tubulin and rhodamine-tubulin (molar ratio, 
Tub : Bt : rhodamine = 1 : 1/64 : 1/10 to 1 : 1 : 1/10; final tubulin 
concentration, 42 μM); the solution containing the MTs was then 
diluted with motility buffer (80 mM PIPES, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM 
MgCl2, 0.5 mg mL−1 casein, 1 mM DTT, 4.5 mg mL−1 d-glucose, 80 

50 U mL−1 glucose oxidase, 50 U mL−1 catalase, 10 μM 
paclitaxel, and ~1% DMSO; pH 6.8).  Flow cells were prepared 
by placing a cover glass (18 × 18 mm2; MATSUNAMI) on a 
slide glass (26 × 76 mm2) equipped with a pair of spacers to form 
a chamber of approximately 4 × 18 × 0.1 mm3 (~10 µL) (W × L × 85 

H) in dimension.  A single layer of Parafilm was used to fix the 
spacer-separated glasses by heating.  The flow cell was filled 
with 0.2 mg mL−1 anti-GFP antibody (Invitrogen) for 15 min, 
followed by a wash with 48 μL of casein solution (80 mM PIPES, 
1 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl2, ~0.5 mg mL−1 casein; pH adjusted to 90 

6.8 using HCl).  After incubating for 5 min with casein solution 
to mask the remaining glass surface, 24 μL of 40 nM K560-GFP 
solution (~80 mM PIPES, ~40 mM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM 
MgCl2, 0.5 mg mL−1 casein, 1 mM DTT, 4.5 mg mL−1 d-glucose, 
50 U mL−1 glucose oxidase, 50 U mL−1 catalase, 10 μM 95 

paclitaxel, ~1% DMSO; pH 6.8) were introduced and incubated 
for 10 min to bind the kinesins to the antibody.  The flow cell was 
washed with 32 μL of motility buffer.  A diluted solution (24 μL) 
of MTs (13.4 to 6720 nM in motility buffer) was then introduced 
and incubated for 10 min, followed by washing with 32 μL of 100 

motility buffer.  A diluted solution (24 μL) of streptavidin-FITC 
(ST; Wako) (0 to 6720 nM in motility buffer) was then 
introduced and incubated for 10 min, followed by washing with 
50 μL of motility buffer.  Finally, AcSA was initiated by applying 
24 μL of ATP solution (motility buffer supplemented with 5 mM 105 

ATP).  The time of ATP addition was set as 0 h.  The 
aforementioned experiments were performed at room temperature.   

PaSA of MTs. 

 Bt- and rhodamine-labeled MTs diluted with the motility 
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buffer were mixed with streptavidin with a prescribed molar ratio 
of Bt/Tub at room temperature.  Then, the solution of the mixture 
(approximately 2 µL) was placed on a slide glass using a 
micropipette and covered with a cover glass.  The space between 
the slide glass and cover glass was maintained around 6 µm to 5 

allow free diffusion of MTs in the cell.  Assembly of the MTs 
was observed at 0, 4, and 24 h after mixing MTs and Sts. 

Fluorescence microscopic observation. 

 Rhodamine-labeled MTs in motility assays were illuminated 
with a 100-W mercury lamp and visualized by epifluorescence 10 

microscopy by using a PlanApo 60×/1.40 objective (Olympus).  
Images were captured using a cooled-CCD camera (Cascade II; 
Nippon Roper) connected to a PC.  The motions of the MTs were 
analyzed using image analysis software (Image Pro Plus 5.1J; 
Media Cybernetics).  15 
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